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This paper as the title tells it introduces the fourth mode of heat transfer. 
The topic is very interesting. As described in the abstract, “the  fourth  mode  
of  heat  transfer  requires coating the surface of the material with a nanoscale 
layer of a material having a higher refractive index”. QED is known as a quantum
theory for light and matter interaction. The paper doesn’t clearly describe how this
 theory is applied to the heat transfer. As the reviewer knows, the radiative heat 
transfer at micro/nano scale will violate the classic Planck’s law due to the effect 
of interference and photon tunneling effect. This branch of radiation heat transfer 
is currently well known as near field thermal radiation. It has been well studied 
under the framework of fluctuational electromagnetics, also with good experiment 
verification. The QED may be another theoretic framework to study the photon tunneling 
effect at micro/nano scale.   
 
 As is mentioned, there has been a lot progress in the study of near field radiation 
enhancement. The paper doesn’t give a good description of the closely related work
 of near filed radiation heat transfer. There are a lot of good references, some of the
 references are listed below. The author should give a good description or comparison
 of the previous work in the introduction, as the radiation enhancement at micro/nano 
scale is not a totally new topic.   
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